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EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 

1.0  Statistical Information 
Of the 33 candidates registered for Advanced Level Examinations one was absent and the 
others achieved the following results:      
 
 Table 1: Grade Distribution 
Grade A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number 7 7 7 8 1 2 1 33 
% of Total 21.2 21.2 21.2 24.2 3.0 6.1 3.0 100.0 

 
2.0  General Comments on Candidates’ Performance 

All scripts were seen by three markers. A marking scheme was used. Both the new and the 
old orthography were accepted. 
 
Candidates achieving Grade “A” and some of Grade “B” expressed themselves adequately in 
essays and guided writing , as well as in answers where more content was requested.  Of 
the six essay titles offered 16 candidates chose “Ist die Kenntnis von Fremdsprachen 
wichtig?” (Is the knowledge of foreign languages important?).  Nine candidates wrote their 
essay to the title “Eine Erfahrung, aus der ich viel gelernt habe.” (An experience from which I 
learnt a lot). The title ”Die Rolle von Senioren in der maltesischen Gesellschaft” (The role of 
senior citizens in the Maltese community/society) was chosen by one candidate only, stating: 
 

“Malta ist ein Insel ins Mittelmeer! Dieses Insel ist ganz klein, aber die Rolle von 
Senioren ist ganz wichtig. Was macht uns als Jugendlichen sehr wichtig in dieser 
Gesellschaft? Wir sind die Generation der Zukunft! Die Jugend hier in Malta haben 
viele positive Eigenschaften, einige sind, dass wir: ehrgeizig, abenteuerlich, 
eingagiert, aufgeschlossen und lebhaftig sind……” 
(Malta is an island in the Mediterranean! This island is very small, but the role of 
senior citizens is very important. What makes us as youths so important in this 
community? We are the generation of the future! The youth here in Malta has many 
positive characteristics, some of which are, that we are ambitious, adventurous, 
engaged, open to new ideas and lively….) 

 
The essay carries on over two and a half pages raving about the life and views of the Maltese 
youths, propagating strong self esteem throughout. Yet the word “senior” does not occur any 
more. This is a typical example of an essay by-passing totally the original title. Although the 
marks given for grammar and vocabulary/expression were very high, no marks could be given 
for content, landing him/her on a 50 % total mark for the essay. 
 
This example should serve to illustrate the importance of thorough awareness of titles and 
instructions to questions of the papers. 
 
Possibly encouraged by anonymity, two candidates wrote essays to the title An experience 
from which I learnt a lot, revealing rather shocking circumstances, including consumption of 
heavy drugs and hard liquor, promiscuous behaviour and under age pregnancy. These 
essays are alarming and any parental / teaching persons need to be alerted to circumstances 
unfolding right under their eyes.   
   
Also this year the listening comprehension  tests of Paper II were fairly well understood and 
answered.  
 
The content of the text for reading comprehension  appeared to be well understood. 
However, the answers to the grammar questions varied considerably. Passive voice and 
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indirect speech seem to be the most difficult stumble blocks, though both sentence 
constructions are used most frequently in the daily discourse in German language.  
 
Basis for the questions in Paper III was the prescribed book “Dreimal Deutsch” as well as the 
prescribed books from German literature. Especially in Landeskunde (geographical and 
general knowledge about Germany) no questions were asked to which the answers were not 
mentioned in the relevant chapter of the book “Dreimal Deutsch”. Generally it can be said that 
a number of very good and correct answers were given, the average for all candidates and all 
Landeskunde results is in fact 50%, whereby some candidates had no problems in answering 
most questions correctly.  
 
Strangely enough as answer to the question: “Beschreiben Sie ein Bundesland im Osten 
Deutschlands” (Describe one Federal State situated in the eastern parts of Germany) the 
majority of pupils named BERLIN which is in fact the third smallest Federal State. Only very 
few of the big states were described. One answer to this question was: “Die Hauptstadt von 
Frankfurt is Mainz” (The capital of Frankfurt is Mainz), which unfortunately shows a total lack 
of geographical perception. 
 
The meanings of the word “Landschaft” (landscape) and of the word “Land” (country in the 
sense of Federal State) have been mixed up often. The candidates were asked to describe 
two typical German landscapes, e.g. the Alps, the Mittelgebirge, Schwarzwald, Rheintal, the 
coastal areas, but many spoke about two different “Länder” instead. 
 
Two rather funny replies as regards Switzerland and Austria:  
 

“In Zuerich  gibt es auch zahlreiche Banken aber das Geld ist nicht immer saubrig.” 
(There are also many banks in Zurich, but the money is not always clean.) 
And of Vienna most candidates wrote, that the people of Vienna do not like to be at 
home, but rather go to a Café where they drink any amount of coffee served by a 
grumpy waiter.  

 
It belongs to the story that of the five paragraphs on Vienna in the prescribed book the first 
one indeed tells the story of the coffee drinking population served by grumpy waiters. 
 
Oral Examinations : In general the oral examination yielded good average results. Merely six  
candidates got marks lower than 20 out of 30. 
 

3.0  General Conclusions 
As far as handling the actual examination papers is concerned – and this refers to Advanced 
Level as well as Intermediate Level  – it was noted that quite a number of students replied to 
the questions in a self chosen sequence. In these cases it is of great importance that they 
adhere properly to the numbering in the paper, as the consequent searching by the marker for 
the right question to fit a certain badly numbered answer should definitely not be the norm. 
This habit also lends itself to the possibility of a candidate to simply overlooking one question, 
giving no answer at all. Unfortunately this has happened a few times resulting in zero marks. 
 
A few further points are of general nature and apply to Advanced Level  as well as 
Intermediate Level  of May 2008 and candidates should be made aware of the following 
items: 
 
 
(a) As just mentioned above, candidates should be encouraged to make sure that they have      

replied to  all the questions to avoid getting a zero mark while in fact they would have      
known the answer. Possibly invigilators should remind the candidates again before they     
start writing, as well as some quarter of an hour before end of session to run a meticulous      
check through their papers. 

 
(b) Also this year certain questions regarding history were phrased “in which century…” or 

“name an important  personality of the twentieth century”. Wrong replies were given by 
quite a few candidates for the simple reason that they obviously cannot handle the word 
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“century –   Jahrhundert”. If reference is made to e.g. the 19th century in the text, they 
incorrectly reply with events of e.g. 1939. 

 
 
(c) Candidates should be urged NOT to copy from the given German texts 

(Leseverständnis), but use their own words and expressions. Compared to the 2007 
examinations this occurred less, but was still noticeable. 

 
(d) As pointed out in reports of previous years, the provided booklets for the candidates’ 

scripts contain an ample number of pages. Therefore, it is not necessary at all that 
students squeeze their answers of a Section onto one page. They may leave some lines 
of spacing at least between Sections and the individual paragraphs. One candidate even 
assorted FOUR questions in little blocks next to each other – just like the eyes for 4 on a 
dice!  

 
 
 
Chairperson  
Board of Examiners,  
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